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 It analyzes all input and output data on analog, digital, or serial buses and provides automatic calculation of PLC-generated
reports, such as logic tables, charts, and maps, and graphical diagrams. BlenSIC 6 by AUTEM is a monitoring software for the
data processing and analysis of the main indicators of the electronic data interchange. It enables to set a wide range of criteria

and evaluation periods for monitoring the data flow on a wireless, wireless broadband, or a satellite link. SightNet VMS by
AUTEM can be used in various situations. It is a system that is designed to reliably collect and process images from multiple

sources, send them to a host system, and then apply image processing and analysis tools on it. The Vexcel CAC-PLC 8.6
software is used for studying operation modes, analysis of logic and calculation of the control of the PLC. It is a compact system

and consists of a user interface for operations with simple input of parameters and data and PLC programming in the "Read-
Only Memory" (ROM) format. SightNet VMS by AUTEM is a monitoring software for the data processing and analysis of the

main indicators of the electronic data interchange. It enables to set a wide range of criteria and evaluation periods for
monitoring the data flow on a wireless, wireless broadband, or a satellite link. The BSM software package for PLCs is an expert
system for the control of production lines, where the PLC is controlled using a language specific to the system. The software is

based on logic tables, charts, and maps. BlenSIC 6 by AUTEM is a monitoring 82157476af
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